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Abstract

We prove exponential lower bounds on the resolution proofs of some tautologies,
based on rectangular grid graphs. More specifically, we show a 2Ω(n) lower bound for
any resolution proofof the mutilated chessboard problemon a 2n×2n chessboard as
well as forthe Tseitin tautologybased on then×n rectangular grid graph. The former
result answers a 35 year old conjecture by McCarthy.

1 Introduction

In the paper, we prove an exponential lower bound for any resolution proof of the mutilated
chessboard problem as well as for the Tseitin tautologies on a rectangular grid graph.

Exponential lower bounds for resolution are known for matching problems based on the
complete bipartite graphKn+1,n as well as for a special class of graphs, namely expanders
(see [4], [8], [3]). Exponential lower bounds for Tseitin tautologies are also known for
expander graphs only [7]. In the recent paper [2], a common framework is given that gen-
eralises and simplifies all the known proofs. Unfortunately, it does not work for tautologies
based on planar graphs.

Thus our main contribution is that we obtain exponential lower bounds for tautologies,
based on grid graphs. The main tool, we use in our proofs, is the representation of resolution
proofs as Prover-Adversary games. It is introduced by Pudlak in his recent paper [6]. On
a technical level, our contribution is a new way to introduce randomness in Adversary’s
strategy (although Pudlak, himself, speaks about “super-strategy” rather than “randomised
strategy”). In doing so, we introduce the concept of tiling games. It turns out that the
combination of our reduction of the original problems to tiling games and Pudlak’s idea of
considering proofs as games gives very “clean” proofs of the lower bounds.

The paper is organised as follows. First, we define the two problems and explain briefly
Pudlak’s idea of considering resolution proofs as games. We then introduce tiling games
and prove lower bounds for them. Finally, we show the reduction from the original prob-
lems to tiling games.

1Most of the work has been done while working at BRICS(BasicResearchIn ComputerScience, Centre of
the Danish National Research Foundation), Dept. of Computer Science, University of Aarhus and visiting Dept.
of Computer Science, Queen Mary, University of London
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Figure 1: The two original problems

Mutilated chessboard This problem has the distinction to be the earliest proposed hard
problem for theorem provers [5]. The problem is the following: given a 2n×2n chessboard
with two diagonally opposite squares missing (see the left side of Fig. 1), prove that it
cannot be covered with dominoes. We can consider it as a matching problem (the left
part of Fig. 2): squares are vertices of the graph, and there is an edge between every two
neighbouring squares. Thus one component of the bipartite graph consists of black squares
and the other consists of white ones. Two missing squares are of the same colour which
implies one of the components in the graph has two more vertices than the other. That is
why there is no perfect matching, i.e., dominoes tiling of the mutilated chessboard.

The formalisation of the problem as a set of clauses is as follows. For every square,
we introduce (at most) four variablesu, r,d, l corresponding to the four possible ways of
covering a square by a domino. We then write down the following clauses, saying that
every square is covered exactly once:

1. {u, r,d, l}

2. {u, r},
{

u,d
}

,
{

u, l
}

,
{

r,d
}

,
{

r, l
}

,
{

d, l
}

Whenever a variable does not make sense, i.e., a domino, going outside the chessboard, we
replace the corresponding variable by “false”.

Figure 2: The “reverse” formulations
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Tseitin tautologies on grid graphs The definition of the problem is as follows. Given
a undirected graph, we attach a propositional variable to every edge. We also select one
vertex and label it by “true”, all others are labelled by “false”. We require the exclusive-or
of all the adjacent edges of every vertex to be equal to its label. Obviously, this is impossible
as every variable occurs exactly twice in the exclusive-or part of these equations, but the
exclusive-or of all the labels is “true”.

On an×n rectangular grid graph, we colour white one of the corners, and all the other
vertices are black (see the right side of Fig. 1). We then write the following set of clauses:

u⊕ r⊕d⊕ l =
{

f alse for all the black vertices
true for the only white vertex

• {u, r,d, l}, {u, r,d, l},
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

for a black vertex

• {u, r,d, l}, {u, r,d, l},
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

,
{

u, r,d, l
}

for the white vertex

Again, all the variables that do not make sense are replaced by “false”.
There is another, chessboard-style formulation of the problem. Given a chessboard, tile

it by dominoes, such that every square is covered by even number of tiles and one of the
corners is covered by odd number of tiles. The formulation is illustrated on the right side
of Fig. 2.

2 Preliminaries

Resolution We first give some definitions. Aliteral is either a propositional variable or
the negation of propositional variable. Aclauseis a set of literals. It is satisfied by a truth
assignment if at least one of its literals is true under this assignment. A set of clauses is
satisfiableif there exists a truth assignment satisfying all the clauses.

Resolutionis a proof system designed torefutegiven set of clauses, i.e., to prove that it
is unsatisfiable. This is done by means of the resolution rule

C1
⋃
{v} C1

⋃
{¬v}

C1
⋃

C2
,

i.e., we can derive a new clause from two clauses that contain a variable and its negation
respectively. The goal is to derive the empty clause from the initial ones. For technical
reasons only, we use the weakening rule

C
C

⋃
{v}

,

even though its use is not essential and can be avoided.
Anywhere we say weprovesome proposition, we mean that first we take its negation

in a clausal form and then use resolution to refute these clauses.
There is an obvious way to represent every resolution refutation as a directed acyclic

graph whose nodes are labelled by clauses. The sources, i.e., the vertices with no incoming
edges, are the initial clauses, and the only sink, i.e., the vertex with no outgoing edges, is
the empty clause. If we reverse the directions of the edges, and consider the sink as a root
and the sources as leaves we get abranching program. It is easy to see that it solves the
following search problem, associated with the given set of unsatisfiable clauses: given an
assignment, find a clause that falsifies it. Unfortunately, the reverse is not true, that is we
cannot convert any branching program, solving the search problem, into a resolution proof.
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As a matter of fact, there are polynomial-size branching programs, solving both prob-
lems from the paper. Of course, this does not contradict to our main result, as it shows that
these branching programs cannot be transformed into resolution proofs.

In our proof we essentially use a representation of resolution proofs asProver-Adversary
games, called furtherResolution Games. This approach is introduced by Pudlak in [6]. A
brief description follows.

Proofs as Games There are two players, namedProverandAdversary. An unsatisfiable
set of clauses is given. Adversary claims wrongly that there is a satisfying assignment.
Prover’s task is to convict him in lying. Apositionin the game is a partial assignment of
the propositional variables. The game start from the empty position. Prover has two kind
of moves:

1. She queries a variable, whose value is unknown in the current position. Adversary
answers, and the position then is extended with the answer.

2. She forgets a value of a variable, which is known. The current position is then re-
duced, i.e., the variable value becomes unknown.

The game is over, when the current partial assignment falsifies one of the clauses. Prover
then wins, having shown a contradiction.

As she can always win, simply querying consecutively all the variables and not for-
getting anything, Adversary’s task is to force Prover to usebig memory, “big” meaning
exponential in the number of variables. We assume that she keeps her strategy as alist of
ordered pairs(position, move), where “position” and “move” have their natural meaning.
Thus, it is enough for Adversary to use a strategy, which ensures big number of different
possible positions, no matter how Prover plays.

The reduction from a resolution proof to Resolution Game should now be clear. Al-
though trivial, we will not explain it here and refer to [6] for all the details. We should
however note that adeterministicAdversary’s strategy corresponds to asingle pathin the
proof’s graph. Therefore, he has to use arandomised strategy(called “super-strategy” in
Pudlak’s paper) in order to enforce abig enough subgraph.

It is very important to make the following conventions: Every time we say “Prover’s
strategy”, we meanwining strategy, as only a wining strategy corresponds to a resolution
proof. Every time we say “Prover ... in order to win” we also meanwining strategy, i.e.,
Prover is not interested in wining a single game, but any game, no matter how Adversary
plays.

We can finally state the main results and explain informally the main ideas behind the
proofs.

Main results and outline of the proofs. We prove the following two theorems:

Theorem 2.1 Any resolution proof of the Mutilated Chessboard problem is of size2Ω(n).

A weaker version of the above theorem, with
√

n in the exponent, is proven indepen-
dently in [1].

Theorem 2.2 Any resolution proof of Tseitin tautologies, based on n×n rectangular grid
graph, is of size2Ω(n).

The general idea of the proofs is following:
We consider Resolution game. Clearly, Prover’s queries are pairs of neighbouring

squares, and Adversary’s answers are dominoes, covering these pairs. A domino can
be either “yes” or “no”, with the natural meaning. We divide the chessboard into non-
overlappingconstant-sizesquares calledzones. During the game every zone is either com-
pletely empty or completely covered by dominoes by Adversary. Here “completely” means
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the entire zone, except possibly few squares on the borders. In the first,randomised, phase
of his strategy, Adversary first constructs many covers of the zone, depending on all the
possible shapes of its neighbouring zones, and he then picks one of themat randomand
remembers it. These covers satisfy certain conditions that will be explained later in the
paper, when proving the results. The second,deterministic, phase is the real game. When
Prover queries a variable, i.e., a domino, inside an empty zone, Adversary puts the cover,
already chosen in the first phase. He does not however reveal the cover to Prover, but only
answer the question consistently with the cover. If Prover forgetsall the queriedvariables
inside a covered zone, Adversary removes the cover, so that the zone becomes empty again.
Thus a zone is nonempty if and only if it contains at least one “significant” variable (the
exact meaning of this is given in the detailed proof), whose value is kept by Prover. There
are two main points in our proof:

1. Prover has to rememberΩ(n) variable values at some point in the game in order
to win. That is in any resolution proof we have a clause, containing linear inn
number of variables. This can be proven on somewhat higher level, depending on
the connection between zones, but not on their specific covers or particular shapes.
A nice abstraction of that isTiling Games. They are considered in a separate section.

2. Every two values, kept by Prover and belonging to different zones areindependentof
each other. Moreover, given any value, kept by Prover, there is aconstant probability,
bounded away from 0 and 1, that the valueagreeswith the first, randomised phase.
These properties depend on randomised phase only, and on some specific properties
of the zone covers, designed there. This can be thought as areductionof Tilling
Game to Resolution Game.

It is not hard to see that these two conditions imply an exponential lower bound on Provers’s
memory, and therefore on any resolution proof of the corresponding problem.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We first introduceTiling Games. They
allow us to work on the level of zones only, when proving the first main claim. We also
prove an exponential lower bound for these games. After that, we show a reduction be-
tween Resolution Games and Tiling Games that preserves the lower bound. This proves
the second main point.

3 Tiling games

In this section, we introducetiling gamesand prove some results about their complexity.

Definition of a general tiling game. Theboard of the game consists ofm×m squares.
Any of them is a perfect square, except the bottommost right one that has a dent on its right
side. The board is shown on the left of Figure 3. Thetiles of the game are squares. Their
sides are of three kinds: “flat wall”, “hump”, and “dent”, as shown on the right of Figure 3,
pictures A, B, and C, respectively. Apart from itsshape, every tile has also acolour, either
red or blue. When we saya general tiling game, we mean a game where any set of shapes
is allowed, whereas to geta particular tiling game, we fix this set. Thus, a (particular)
tiling game is completely determined by its set of tiles. In both cases, every colour, either
red or blue, is allowed for every shape.

In what follows, we will however consider only sets of tiles, having the property that
they cannot completely coverthe board. In particular, we put the restriction that the dif-
ference between the number of dents and the number of humps has to be even for any tile
from the set. A trivial parity argument then implies the impossibility of tiling the board.
We can also note that there are 41 such tiles, and therefore 241 possible tiling games, as any
subset of tiles defines a different one. We will however be interested in only two of them.
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The board

A B C

Shapes of the tiles

Figure 3: The tiling games

There are two players, whose names areProverandAdversary. Adversary claims that
there is a tiling of the board. Prover’s task therefore is to force aclear contradiction, i.e.,
a tile on the board, which isinconsistentwith one of its neighbours. In that case, she wins
the game, which is played as follows: At the beginning the table is empty. At any round
Prover starts by doing one of the following two:

1. She asks Adversary to put a tile on a particular square. He does so, and the round
is over. We assume that Prover has infinite number of tiles of any kind (that is any
allowed shape and any colour).

2. She removes any tile, already on the board. Adversary does not do anything, and the
round is over.

The game is over, when Adversary is not able to play in the first case. That is, there is no
tile, whose shape is consistent with the tiles, already on the board (note that the colour does
not play any role here). Prover can always win by simply asking about all the squares and
not removing anything. Adversary, knowing this, does not hope to play forever. His task
instead is to force Prover to usebig memory, no matter what she does.

Therefore, we need finally to explain how Prover “memorises” her strategy: The strat-
egy is kept again as alist of ordered pairs(position, move), where “position” and “move”
have their natural meaning. It is now clear how Prover plays: In the beginning, she finds
a pair, having its position-part empty. She then makes the move-part of the pair. A new
position appears. Prover finds a pair, having the new position in its position part, and then
makes the move-part, and so on... We need also the restriction, that every two pairs from
Prover’s list have to have different position-parts, that is Prover’s strategy isdeterministic.

We can now explain how Adversary enforces the use ofbig memory.

Adversary’s strategy and general lower bounds. First of all, let us note, that Adver-
sary’s strategycannot be deterministic, as Prover can query about all the squares in some
fixed order, never removing anything from the board, thus wining the game inm2 memory.

We will now describe arandomisedstrategy, which isoptimal against any Prover’s
strategy.

The first, randomised, part is very simple. It involvesthe colours only. We choose
the colour forall the squaresindependently, at random, with equal probabilities of 1/2.
During the game, when asked to put a tile on a particular square, Adversary always uses
the initially chosen colour.

The second part is completelydeterministic. It involvesthe shapes of the tiles only. To
explain it, we need some definitions.
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Definition 3.1 Given a position, abad square(for this position) is a square, such that the
board, except this square, can be tiled. Thebad regionis the set of all the bad squares.

In general, it is not even clear that a bad square exists for any position. From now on,
we shall however consider only tiling games, which satisfy the following

Property 1 The bad region for the starting position, i.e., an empty board, isthe entire
board, itself.

Informally speaking, we would like to be able to move the “problematic” square from
the south-eastern corner to any other position. We can make the following trivial observa-
tion:

Proposition 3.2 Given a position where the bad region consists of two or more squares,
Prover cannot win immediately, i.e., at this round.

The next observation, although simple, is essentially the second part of Adversary’s
strategy.

Proposition 3.3 Adversary can play in such a way, that the size of the bad component
decreases by at most a constant factor after every round.

Proof Let us denote the bad region byB. If Prover removes a tile from the board, the size
of B remains the same or increases. Let us suppose now that Prover asks Adversary to put
a tile on the empty squares. Adversary then tries all possible tilest1, t2 . . . tk, i.e., shapes
consistent with the non-empty neighbours ofs, as the colour has already been decided in
the first part of the strategy. For each of thesek possibilities, we denote the new bad region
by B1,B2 . . .Bk. Let us now observe that any bad square for the initial position,b, has either
to bes (if it is bad itself) or to belong to someB j . The latter holds, because in tiling the
entire board exceptb, there is a tile among thet js, put ons, and thenb certainly is in the
correspondingB j . Therefore, we have

|B1|+ |B2|+ . . .+ |Bk| ≥ |B|−1.

It is now clear that Adversary has to take the most natural decision, that is to maximise the
size of the new bad region. In this case

|Bnew| ≥
|B|−1

k
≥ |B|

2k
.

This completes the proof, ask is less or equal to the number of all possible shapes of tiles,
which is a constant (at most 41, as already mentioned).2

An important consequence is the following fact.

Proposition 3.4 In any play of a tiling game there has to be a point, whenthe bad region
areais αm2 for some constantα, strictly between0 and1. At the same roundthe borderof
the bad area has to be oflengthβm for some positive constantβ depending onα.

Informally speaking, there must be a point, when the bad region is “big”, i.e., quadratic
in m. Naturally, in order to “surround” such a big area, we need a “big”, i.e., linear in
m, border. Of course, we need first to rigorously define the concepts mentioned in the
statement, even though their meaning is intuitively clear.

Two squares on the board areneighboursif they have a common side. Aregion is an
arbitrary set of squares. Theborderand thecomplementof the regionR, ∂(R) andco(R),
are defined as follows:∂(R) is the set of squares, having the property that each element
in-there has a neighbour inR. co(R) is all the rest, i.e., it contains every square that is in
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neitherR nor ∂(R). Theclosureof R is R= R∪∂(R). When we say “area” and “length”,
we really mean “number of squares”.

We can now prove the proposition, itself.
Proof Let us observe that the area of the bad region goes from its initial valuem2 to 0 at the
end, as it is a wining play for Prover (Proposition 3.2). Consider the first round, after which
the area drops belowm2/2. After that round, it has to be bigger thanm2/(2×2×41),
according to Proposition 3.3. This proves the first part, withα ∈ [1/164,1/2].

For the second part, we will use the following lemma, whose proof is given in the
appendix.

Lemma 3.5 For any region R,|∂(R)|2 ≥min
{∣∣R∣∣ , ∣∣∣co(R)

∣∣∣}.

Clearly, it implies the second claim in the proposition, withβ = min
{√

α,
√

1−α
}

. In our
special caseβ =

√
α, asα≤ 1/2. 2

Let us summarise what has been done so far: We have considereda general tiling
game, under the only (rather weak) assumption that the bad region is the entire board at the
starting position. We have proven that in any game played, there is a point, when the bad
region has to havea border linear in m . We can note that we have not used the colours of
the tiles in any way.

We can now formulate our second assumption.

Property 2 In any position in the game, the number of tiles on the board islinear in the
length of the border of the bad component.

Adding this general, though still weak, assumption, to the first one, we can easily prove
an exponentialin m lower bound on Prover’s memory.

Theorem 3.6 In a tiling game, satisfying properties 1 and 2, any Prover’s wining strategy
is of size2Ω(m).

Proof According to Lemma 3.4, there is a point in the game, when the bad area is of size
quadratic inm. At the same point, the border has to be of sizeΩ(m). By Property 2, the
number of tiles on the board isΩ(m), too. The probability, that this position is consistent
with the first part of Adversary’s strategy, random colouring, is 1/2Ω(m). Therefore Prover
has to have at least 2Ω(m) different position in the memory, as otherwise, there would be a
choice of the colours, for which she does not win.2

At the end, let us note that our two lower bounds on the size of both a position in the
game (linear) and Prover’s memory (exponential) are tight. A simple divide-and-conquer
algorithm yieldsupper boundsof O(m) for the size of the position at any time and 2O(m)

for the memory Prover needs.
What remains to be done is to prove that our two assumptions are indeed correct for the

concrete tiling games we are interested in.

Length lower bounds for particular games We shall first define the two games.

1. Tseitin is the tiling game, having as a set of tile-shapes all the shapes for which the
differencebetween the number of dents and the number of humps iseven.

2. Mutilated Chessboardis the tiling game, having as a set of tile-shapes all the shapes
for which the number of dentsequalsthe number of humps.

Clearly, Mutilated Chessboard game is a restricted version of Tseitin game. Thus, every
lower bound for the former game applies to the latter, too. On the other hand, one could
expect that proving lower bounds for Mutilated Chessboard game would be much harder.
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It is indeed the case, as the reader will see. This is the reason, we spend most of the rest of
the paper on Mutilated Chessboard game rather than on Tseitin one.

First of all, let us observe that both games trivially fulfill the first assumption, saying
that initially, the bad region is the entire board.

Thus only the second assumption, namely that at any round, the number of tiles on the
board is linear in the border-length of the bad region, is to be checked.

We start with the easier, Tseitin, tiling game. In this case, the deterministic part of
Adversary’s strategy can be simplified. The key observation is that we can always keep the
bad regionisolated.

Definition 3.7 The bad region isisolatediff it is separatedby tiles from any other region
of the board, consisting of empty squares. In other words, a neighbour of a bad square is
either another bad square or a tile, but never a square, which is not bad.

In general, we need to consider all the connected components of empty squares. We
can keep the following invariant: exactly one of them is bad and the others aregood, i.e.,
they can be tiled. It can be easily proven that the only component having one more dent
that humps is the bad one, and moreover any component, having equal number of dents
and humps, is good. When Prover asks a question, she may disconnect the component,
where the question is, into (at most four) other components. Conversely, if Prover removes
a tile from the board, she may join some previously disconnected components into a new
one. Adversary needs to be careful only in the case when the Prover’s question disconnects
the current bad component. If so, Adversary answers in such a way thatthe biggestof
the new obtained components becomesbad and the rest become good. It is easy to see
that Adversary can always do that by a tile, consistent with the neighbours of the queried
square. After any round of the game, the bad component can decrease by a factor of four
at most, thus Proposition 3.3 holds, and so does Proposition 3.4 withα ∈ [1/16,1/2] and
β = 1/4. As the bad regionis alwaysisolated, its border consists of tiled squares only.
Therefore the second assumption is fulfilled, and Theorem 3.6 then applies, giving us the
following:

Lemma 3.8 Prover needs at least2
m
4 memory cells in order to win Tseitin tiling game.

Let us now consider the other tiling game, Mutilated chessboard one. It is now not
so easy as before, asthe bad regiondoesnot need to beisolated. This is illustrated on
Figure 4. Black squares are the tiled ones. We call them alsomarkedsquares. The bad
region is shown in gray. Its border contains not only marked squares, but also some empty
squares, which are shown dashed. One could, in general, think that it is possible, in some
clever way, to “surround” a “big” bad area, using only “few” tiles. Our intuition however
tells us, that it should be impossible. If the border of the bad region is coarse, it would be
possible to “push” a problematic square through it, thus “extending” the bad region, which
is impossible by its definition. The following argument formalises the intuition.

We shall first explain the connection between of a position in the Mutilated Chessboard
game to max-flow in a graph. The vertices of the graph are the empty squares and there is
an edge between any two neighbours. We calla sourcean empty square such that there are
more dents inside it than the dents in the neighbours, adjacent to the considered square, i.e.,
the humps of the square if it were tiled. The difference between the number of these two
numbers is thecapacityof the source. On the picture, there are four sources of capacity
one and one source of capacity two. They are the squares with outgoing arrows only. In
general, when counting them, we take into account the capacity, so that we can say that
there are six sources on the picture. If we exchange “dents” by “humps” and vice versa
in the above definition, we get the definition of asink. There are five sinks on the picture
that are exactly the squares with incoming edges only. Obviously, the number of sources is
always greater by exactly one than the number of sinks during the game. It is clear that the
bad squares and only they have the following property: if we choose one of them as a sink,
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Figure 4: Tiling to flow correspondence

so that the number of sources equals the number of sinks, there is a max-flow of capacity
equal to the number of sources. An example is given on Figure 4, where the crossed square
is chosen and a max-flow (of value 6) is shown by the arrows. It is also straightforward to
convert the flow into the corresponding tiling an vice versa.

Proposition 3.9 In any position of Mutilated Chessboard tiling game, the number of empty
border squares is a constant fraction of the total number of border squares.

Proof We now consider the border of the bad region. What we need to prove first is that the
empty squares, belonging to it, are not “too many”, namely they are less than the number
of sources.

The proof uses a max flow - min cut argument. Let us introduce a new, artificial vertex
A, and a directed edge from every empty border square toA. Let us put the new vertex as
a sink of capacity one, and denote the number of sources byk. We now claim that there is
no flow of valuek in the new graph. Suppose there were. Then it had to go trough one of
the new edges. But then we could “stop” it in the corresponding border squares that would
imply this square is bad - a contradiction.

Since the max flow equals the min cut, there has to be a cut of size less thank. Let us
take one such cut, and call thesources side “right”and thesinks side “left”.

We first need to show that the artificial vertexA is not contained in the cut2 (note that
a cut can, in general, contain not only edges but also vertices, having capacities). Suppose
that the cut containedA. Consider the part of the cut when restricted to the original graph,
i.e., before addingA and the edges from any empty border square toA. This part of the cut
must be of capacity at leastk−1 as it separates thek sources fromk−1 sinks, and there
is a max- flow of valuek−1 in the original graph. Therefore any cut containingA is of
capacity at leastk. This implies that it cannot be minimal as there is no flow of valuek in
the new, containingA graph.

We can now see that all the bad squares are on the right side. Suppose there were at
least one on the other side. But this implies that the size of the cut is greater or equal tok,

2We thank Mikhail Alekhnovitch for pointing out that we have forgotten to include this part of the argument
in an earlier version of the paper.
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because there is a flow of sizek if a bad square is taken as a sink - a contradiction.
Let us denote the sets of border squares on the left/right side byL/R respectively. What

we have proven so far is shown on Fig. 5. We should however note that there are two
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k sinks k+1 sources
border L

border R

bad area

min−cut

A

Figure 5: Max flow-min cut argument

properties, which we “ignore” in our proof, because we do not need them. First, as a matter
of fact, it can be proven that all the border squares are on the left side of the cut. Therefore,
R= /0, and the cut contains no artificial edges. Second, it can be shown that the bad area is
connected.

The cut we consider contains at least the following edges: exactly one edge from every
vertex inR to the new vertex and at least one edge from every vertex inL to some bad
vertex (as every vertex inL is on the border of the bad area). This implies that|L|+ |R|< k,
that is the number of border squares is less than the number of sources.

We can finally prove that the second property, saying that at any round, the number
of tiles on the board is linear in the border-length of the bad region, is fulfilled. Given a
position on the board, denote the border-length of the bad region byl . Suppose thenumber
of sourcesis at most l/2. There are then at most that many empty squares on the border,
thus the number of marked squares, that is the number of tiles on the board, is at leastl/2.
Suppose now the opposite, thenumber of sourcesis at least l/2+ 1. Observe now that
every marked square generates at most two sources, as any tile has at most two humps.
Thus, there have to be at leastl/4 tiles on the board. This completes the argument.2

As proven before, the above proposition implies

Lemma 3.10 Prover needs2Ω(m) memory cells in order to win Mutilated Chessboard tiling
game.

4 Reduction

In this section, we show how to reduceResolution game,played on a chessboard,into
Tiling game. To understand what “reduction” really means in this context, we need to look
at Fig. 6.

The resolution game is played by Prover Resolution (PR) and Adversary Resolution
(AR), while the tiling game is played by Prover Tiling (PT) and Adversary Tiling (AT).
We think of AR and PT as a single person, namedReducer, who carries thereduction.
As shown on the figure, he first looks at the PR’s move in the resolution game. He then

11



PR AR=PT AT

Resolution Game Tiling Game

Reducer

1. PR’s move, 2. transformed into PT’s move.

3. AT’s reply.4. AR’s reply, derived from

noyes

Figure 6: The general schema of the reduction

transforms it into PT’s move in the resolution game and plays it there. After having got
AT’s reply, Reducer transforms it into AR’s move and replies by it to the initial PR’s move
in the resolution game.

Thus, one can think that the real game is played between PR and AT. We already have a
particular AT’s strategy which forces an exponential lower bound on any PT’s strategy. We
will prove, that this important property can be carried trough the reduction, that is to imply
an exponential lower bound on any PR’s strategy, too. We will only consider the reduction
of Mutilated Chessboard problem, which is technically harder. That is why, we describe it
in full detail, leaving the reduction for Tseitin tautologies to the reader.

Mutilated chessboard As we mentioned before, we first divide the chessboard into non-
overlappingconstant-size squares, called furtherzones. In our rigorous proof, we use 48×
48 squares. Azonein Mutilated Chessboard problem corresponds to asquarein Mutilated
Chessboard tiling game. We also “move” one of the missing squares near to the other as
shown on Fig. 7 for a(48n+2)× (48n+2) chessboard. We first define what azoneis. It

=

Figure 7: The reduction: zones, corresponding to tiles

is a “big”, 48×48, square, with “few” small squares cut off. We need to explain how the
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missing squares can exactly appear.
We divide a zone into 12×12 smaller, 4×4, squares, further calledsub-zones, as done

in the middle of Figure 7.Missing squarescan only appear on thesidesof a zone, inside
the four dashed “bands” which are the border part of the four gray five-sub-zone areas.
Moreover, there are only the following possible shapes:

1. No missing squares (Fig. 8A). This corresponds to aflat wall, in the tiling game.

2. Two neighbours, ofdifferent colour, belonging to a sub-zone, andnot being the two
middlesquares (Fig. 8B). In the tiling game, this corresponds to aflat wall, similar
to the previous case.

3. Two squares ofthe same colour,belonging to sub-zones, that are a sub-zone away
from each other (Fig. 8C).Two blackmissing squares correspond to ahumpin the
tiling game, whereastwo whitemissing squares correspond to adent.

4. Four missing squares, that are acombinationof the previous two cases, and, more-
over, no two mutilated sub-zones can be neighbours (Fig. 8D). Again, iftwo more
white squares than black ones are missing, this isa dent in the tiling game. The
symmetric case, i.e.,two more blacks, corresponds toa hump.

1 A B

2 C D

Figure 8: The reduction: possible shapes of zones and connections between them

Figure 8 shows all possible shapes of azone border. They imply all possibleconnections
between twoneighbouring zones. In particular, two neighbours can have only 0, 2 or 4
dominoes in common, and, moreover, these can only appear as explained above.

We are now almost ready to explain the essence of the section, namely Reducer’s algo-
rithm. The last, but the most important concepts, we need, are the different kind of ques-
tions we have in Resolution Game. At any round in the game, we have a partial tiling of the
chessboard. The tiling satisfies the condition that any zone is eithercompletely emptyor
completely coveredby dominoes from Adversary’s point of view. There are the following
three kind of Prover’s questions:

Definition 4.1 Dummyquestion is a question about a domino, connecting two neighbour-
ing zones, and within3 sub-zones (that is12squares) from one of the two common corners
of the zones.
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The answer to an impossible question is always “no”, so we can assume Prover gets
them for free, and she never asks such a question.

Definition 4.2 Forcedquestion is a question, which is not dummy, but the domino involved
affects the current partial tiling.

The answer clearly depends on the current tiling.

Definition 4.3 Openquestion is a question, which is neither dummy nor forced.

That is, an open question is about a domino:

1. The domino does not intersect the current (partial) cover.

2. It either is completely inside anempty zoneor connectstwo empty neighbouring
zones. In the latter case, the domino is also 12 squares away from anyzone corner.

We should note that “dummy” is a static concept, i.e., it does not depend on the current
partial tiling, whereas the concepts “forced” and “open”are dynamic.

We should also note that a forced/open question may be assigned to any of two neigh-
bouring zones. Sometimes, we will need to assign a question to a particular zone. We will
then use the following deterministic rules:

1. If the question is open, we associate it to either theright zone (if the border is vertical)
or thebottomone (if the border is horizontal).

2. If the question is forced, we associate it to the zone, which has been coveredfirst,
starting from the last point in the game, when both zones were empty. In this way
we ensure that the question was open to its zone at that time.

We can now describe

Reducer’s algorithm

The randomised phase. For any zone, further called “current”, we do the following:
For any possible shape of any combination of itsnonemptyneighbours and any possible
connection to itsemptyneighbours, either dent, hump or flat wall, we design a set of tilings
of the current zone. These tilings have to have the property that not all of them agree on any
open question associated to the current zone. It is very important to note, that the number of
all the tilings is aconstant. Adversary then chooses one of the tilings uniformly at random
and remembers the choice through the entire Resolution Game. What remains to be proven
is that a set of tilings, having the desired properties exists. This is proven in Appendix,
lemma 4.7.

The deterministic phase. We should first note that at any round in Resolution Game,
there are some “yes” and/or “no” dominoes on the mutilated chessboard. These are visible
to both Prover Resolution and Reducer, who is also Adversary Resolution. Apart from
them, there is a partial tiling of the board, which is visible only to Reducer. This tiling is
consistent with all the “yes”/”no” dominoes until the end of the game, when Reducer gives
up. In Tiling Game, there are some tiles on the board. Moreover, there is a correspon-
dence between any tile and the corresponding zone in Resolution Game, as explained at the
beginning of the section.

Let us now consider the four stages of the reduction for the two possible Prover Reso-
lution’s moves, either asking a question or forgetting:

1. Asking a question about a domino.
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(a) Prover Resolution asks a question in Resolution Game.

i. The question is forced. Reducer answers immediately, without going to
the next stage.

ii. The question is open, and therefore it is the first one such question about
the considered empty zone. Reducer switches from Adversary Resolution
to Prover Tiling, thus going to the stage (b)

(b) Prover Tiling asks a question in Tiling Game.

(c) Adversary Tiling puts a tile on the board.

(d) Given that tile and the neighbouring zones, Reducer gets the already chosen
(in the randomised phase) cover of the zone and puts it on the mutilated chess-
board, not revealing it to Resolution Prover. Reducer then switches back to
Adversary Resolution and answers to Prover Resolution’s question consistently
with the cover just put.

2. Forgetting a domino, which is already on the mutilated chessboard.

(a) Prover Resolution forgets a domino, already on the chessboard.

i. The domino is not the only “yes”/”no” domino inside the corresponding
zone. Reducer does not do anything else.

ii. The domino is the only “yes”/”no” domino inside that zone. Reducer goes
to stage (b).

(b) Reducer, acting as Prover Tiling, removes the corresponding tile in the tiling
game. After that, acting as Adversary Resolution, he forgets the cover of the
zone, so that it becomes empty again.

The important lemma, that follows from our construction is the following:

Lemma 4.4 At any round of Resolution Game, we can take a set of “yes”/”no” tiles, no
two of them belonging to the same zone. They are independent and the probability that
each of them agrees with the randomised phase is a constant, bounded away from both0
and1.

Proof Because of the way we associate a question to a zone at the time when the zone was
covered, the question was open for it. We can now use the fact, that the cover was chosen
at random, among the set of covers, such that not all of them agree on any open question.2

That is enough to ensure that Theorem 3.6 applies, with the two colours, corresponding
to the two possible answers to the chosen questions. The probabilities now are not 1/2
and 1/2, but some (small) constants, different from 0 and 1. This however does not affect
the argument, so that the exponential lower bound is carried from Tiling Game through the
reduction to Resolution Game.
AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Mikhail Alekhnovich for finding the missing
point already mentioned.
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Appendix

Here, we shall give rigorous proofs of all the intuitively obvious, but tedious to prove,
lemmas, used in the paper.

A lower bound on the length of a border, surrounding certain area. An arbitrary set
of squares,R, further often called aregion is given on them×mboard. We can then define
the border and the complement of the regionR, ∂(R) andco(R), as follows:∂(R) is the
set of squares, having the property that each element in-there has a neighbour inR. co(R)
is all the rest, i.e. it contains every square that is in neitherR nor ∂(R). As usual, we also
define the closure ofR, R= R∪∂(R).

Clearly, we have∂(co(R))⊆ ∂(R). Note that the inclusion is not strict, as there can be
squares in∂(R), surrounded only by squares inR, and therefore not in∂(co(R)).

Lemma 4.5 For any region R,|∂(R)|2 ≥min
{∣∣R∣∣ , ∣∣∣co(R)

∣∣∣}.

Proof We shall first prove a simple isoperymetric inequality.

Proposition 4.6 Let C be aconnected regionof closure-area
∣∣C∣∣ = s, that touches at most

two neighbouring sidesof the board. Then∂(C) has to be of lengthat least
√

s (here both
“area” and “length” mean “number of squares”).

Proof (of the proposition) W.l.o.g., we can assume thatC, together with its border, is
contained in ana×b rectangle,a≥ b. Obviously, the number of non-empty squares has to
be at leasta - at least one in every row of the rectangle, as no row can be bounded by two
opposite sides of the board. Then

a2 ≥ ab≥ s.

2

Note that this proposition does not hold ifC touchesthreeof the sides of the chessboard.
As an example, we can take small number of squares connecting two neighbouring sides of
the board, near to one of the corners. They divide it into two connected areas, one of them
being much smaller than the other. It is now clear that the proposition does not hold for the
bigger component.

We can now prove the lemma. Let us “transform”R as follows: We first consider all
connectedsub-regions ofR. They are disjoint, but their borders are not, in general. We
then join two neighbouring sub-regions, having intersecting borders. In doing this, we
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could need to make some of the common-border squares internal to the union. Therefore
the overall area increases, whereas the overall border-length decreases. We repeat the above
procedure while possible. In the end, we have a set of connected regions,R1,R2, . . .Rk, such
that

(a) They are disjoint, and so are their borders,∂(R1) ,∂(R2) , . . .∂(Rk). These
imply ∣∣R1

∣∣+ ∣∣R2
∣∣+ . . .

∣∣Rk
∣∣ =

∣∣R∣∣
(b) |R1|+ |R2|+ . . . |Rk| ≥ |R|

(c) |∂(R1)|+ |∂(R2)|+ . . . |∂(Rk)| ≤ |∂(R)|

We finish the proof by a case-analysis:

1. EachRj touches two neighbouring sides of the chessboard at most. The proposition
4.6 then applies to all theRjs. Those inequalities, together with (a) and (c) above,
give

|∂(R)|2 ≥ (|∂(R1)|+ |∂(R2)|+ . . . |∂(Rk)|)2 ≥

|∂(R1)|2 + |∂(R2)|2 + . . . |∂(Rk)|2 ≥∣∣R1
∣∣+ ∣∣R2

∣∣+ . . .
∣∣Rk

∣∣ =
∣∣R∣∣ ,

as desired.

2. There is at least oneRj , that touches either two opposite sides of the board or three
sides of the board. In both cases, there has to be a “path” of border squares con-
necting two opposite sides of the chessboard. Every such a path contains at leastm
squares, and we are done.

3. There is at least oneRj , that touches all four sides of the chessboard. We now con-
sider the intersections of such anRj with every horizontal line. If each such intersec-
tion contains at least one border point, there are at leastmborder squares, and we are
done. If not, there is a row, consisting of only interior points ofRj . It this case, we
need to considerco(R). All what we have done so far withR applies toco(R), too.
Let us however observe that only the previous two cases, 1 and 2 are now possible,
as there is entire horizontal line inR, that isnot in co(R), dividing the board into two
disjoint rectangles. Thus

|∂(R)|2 ≥ |∂(co(R))|2 ≥
∣∣∣co(R)

∣∣∣ .
The first inequality is because of∂(co(R))⊆ ∂(R). This completes the proof.

2

Let us note that the strongest, sharp, version of the above lemma is as follows: Consider
anm×m board, which is divided into three disjoint subsetR, SandT. Suppose also that
SseparatesR from T, i.e. there are no two neighbouring squares such that one is inR and
the other is inT. The following inequality holds:

|S|2−|S| ≥ 2min{|R| , |T|} .
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Figure 9: Zones
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Possibility of tiling zones of certain shape, contained in big,48×48, squares. We first
need to remind what theshapeof a zoneis. A zoneis, roughly speaking, a big, 48×48,
square, with “few” small squares cut off. We shall first explain how the missing squares
can exactly appear.

We first divide a zone into 12×12 smaller, 4×4, squares, further calledsub-zones, as
done on figure 9.Missing squarescan only appear on thesidesof a zone, inside the four
dashed “bands” which are the border part of the four gray five-sub-zone areas (figure 9A).
Moreover, there are only the following possible shapes:

1. Two neighbours , ofdifferent colour, belonging to a sub-zone, andnot being the two
middlesquares. An example is given on the eastern border of the zone C, figure 9
(here and everywhere on figure 9, the missing squares appear in black). Remember,
in the tiling game, this corresponds to aflat wall, as well as the case, where no
missing squares appear (the western side of the zone C, as an example).

2. Two squares ofthe same colour,belonging to sub-zones, that are a sub-zone away
from each other. The eastern border of the zone B is an example. There aretwo black
squares missing, which corresponds to ahumpin the tiling game (two whitesquares
would correspond to adent).

3. Four missing squares, that are acombinationof the previous two cases, and, more-
over, no two mutilated sub-zones can be neighbours. The southern border of zones
B and the northern border of zone C are such examples. Again, iftwo more white
squares than black ones are missing, this isa dentin the tiling game (B). The sym-
metric case (C) corresponds toa hump.

We should not however forget that we have an additional domino, which corresponds to
the open question. Thus we define amutilated zoneto be a zone with a missing domino.
Moreover, the number of the white squares,presentin the zone has to be equal to the
number of white ones. That is, in the tiling game, the number of dents is equal to the
number of humps. This completes the description of what a mutilated zone is.

As mentioned in the paper, the proposition we need is

Lemma 4.7 Any mutilated zonecan be covered by dominoes.

Proof For a moment, we will ignore the last domino, cut off from the zone. That is, we
will first show how to deal with the missing border squares only. We can then “repair” the
solution in order to tackle the domino, we have “forgotten” about.

In doing the first part, we proceed by a very simple case analysis.

• There are a “dent” and a “hump” ontwo neighbouringsides of the zone, as shown
on figure 9B. We “connect” the dent and the hump by tworoads, as shown on the
same picture. The missing squares “vanish”, “absorbed” by the roads (the squares
of the roads are shown in full detail, i.e. colour; the missing squares are in black, as
explained before). The only missing squares that are not absorbed, are those from
the first case above. It is important to observe that the two roads can be designed so
that they do not touch each other and none of them crosses one of the diagonals (in
our case, the gray diagonal). If the other two neighbouring sides contain a dent and
a hump, we connect them in a similar way.

• There are a dent and a hump ontwo oppositesides of the zone and the other two sides
are flat walls. We connect the dent and the hump, as shown on figure 9C. Again, the
two road do not touch each other and are bounded by the two gray (vertical, in our
case) lines.

• All the sides are flat walls. We do not do anything for a flat wall. As explained
before, any two missing neighbours remain.
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Wecan now “cut off” the last domino. In general, it affects some road. What we need,
in order to complete the proof, is to show how to “repair” the affected road. We first observe
that only one road may need to be repaired. This is due to the clever design of the roads,
that ensures, no two of the touch each other. We need now to consider all the possible
ways, the domino can be “put” inside the zone with already created roads. They are shown
on figure 10. All possiblesub-zonesare shown on the first row, where the part(s) of a road
are dashed (for convenience, we think of any two missing neighbours as a “small” road).
The rest of the figure shows how to repair the roadlocally. The cut off domino is the bold-
face bordered one. The dashed border dominoes are part of a road. The gray squares are
missing squares (note that they can only appear in an end sub-zone). The normal bordered
dominoes are the new introduced ones, that is the ones, needed in “repairing” of the road.
The possible cases are:

1.
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Figure 10: Repairing the road

The simplest one, when the domino is inside a sub-zone and does not affect a road.
It is trivial to check, by looking at the pictures 1-5 (note 5 is not a part of a real road,
as explained before) , that the corresponding sub-zone can be tiled by dominoes.

2. The domino affects two neighbours, but does not affect a road, as shown on figure
10A. This clearly reduces to two instances of the previous case.
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3. The domino lies on the road, inside a sub-zone. This can be fixed, as shown on B
and C . It is not hard to see, that each of them may be impossible, so that both are
needed to be considered.

4. The domino lies on the road, affecting two sub-zones. This reduces to at most two
instances of the first case, as shown on D and E.

5. The domino cuts only one square from the road, affecting two neighbouring sub-
zones. F or G reduces it again to the first case.

6. The domino cuts only one square from the road, and it is inside a sub-zone. This
is the most complicated case, because of the two possibilities for the affected road
domino (H and I) and also because of the end sub-zones (J and K). It is however not
hard to see that these four cases are all the possibilities.

This completes the proof.2
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